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The child 10 head one Isd almost to the days [Cleander] and Sitalcs and come up with Agathon [Heracon], which had killed Parmenion with the order of the king. 

5 thousands of the infantries with the horsemen thousand, but and the accusers them out of the province, had been present to which, were following: 

Nor so many deeds, how many had admitted, were being able to be ruled to balance of the murder extremely pleasing with the office. 

Obviously when the secular everything had robbed, lest had withheld indeed with the sacrifices and the maidens and the princes of the women the dishonours endured fully the mockeries of the bodies were weeping. 

The hated the name of Macedonians the greed of them and the desire with the barbarians had made. 

Between the all men yet the madness of Cleandrus was projecting, which had given the noble maiden ravished with his/her/their slave the mistress. 

And most of the friends of Alexander not so of the indictments, which were being upbraided the spade, the fury which memory killed through those with Parmenionas, the silent which with the things at the king was being able to be useful, were considering, of German farm-worker to have cut back the anger into the attendants of the anger nor the any force special with the crime to the any to be lasting. 

The king with the noted cause has announced from the accusers one and the most great it the indictment to be past, the desperation of his/her/their health: 

Indeed never such soon intending, which him/it/theirself auspicious out of India either might have chosen to be returned or might have believed soon returning. 

Therefore indeed has bound these,600 but of the soldiers, which to the rage of them the attendants had been, has ordered to be killed. 

With same day is the accepted punishment about them likewise, Craterus had persuaded which authorities of the desertion of Persians. 

Not much after Nearchus and Onesicritus, had ordered to proceed which more far into Ocean, come up. 

Were announcing but the certain heard, the other learned: 

The island opposite with the door of the river with the gold to abound, weak of the horses to be: 

They had learned the apiece them from them, which out of the mainland might intend to transfer, with the apiece talents I have bought. 

To be full with the male of the beasts: 

With the following agitation them the bodies leveling of the iron of the great ships, with the wild song deterred to follow the division, with the great with the noise of the sea just as you get water to have entered the depressed vessels. 

For the rest with the inhabitants they had believed, between which: 

The red sea not from the colour of the waves, such as the mosts might believe, but from Erythrus king to be called, to be not at a distance from the mainland the island buried with the crowded palms and in the middle almost with the wood the column to project, the reminder of Erythrus the king, with the letters of the tribe of him/it written. 

They were adding the vessels, which might have borne the camp-followers and the traders, the rumour of the gold with the followed helmsmen into the island to be crossing nor then from them afterwards seen. 

King attached recognising the mores with the desire turned back orders them the land have gathered, while towards the bone of Euphrates might drive to the division, thence with the opposite river Babylon soon entering. 

Him/it/theirself with the mind boundless embraced had decided, all towards Eastern lands with the maritime area tamed thoroughly, out of Syria to petition Africa, to Carthage hostile, thence with the solitudes scoured of Numidia the running with Gadas to direct, there insomuch as the columns of Hercules to be the rumour had published, Hispanias then, Greeks from the river to Hiberus were calling which Hiberia, to approach and to sail by Alps and of Italy I will burn, from where into Epirus the short running is. 

Therefore with the praetors of Mesopotamia has commanded, with the wood in the Liban mountain the chopped and conveyed about the city of Syria Thapsacum of the seven hundred you curse of the ships to put: 

[septiremis] the all men to be and to be escorted Babylon. 

With the kings of Cypirans commanded, in order that they were presenting the money and the coarse flax and the sails. 

These with the advocate [Pori] and with Taxilas of the kings the letters are delivered, [Abisaren] with the sickness, Philippi, placed in charge of him/it/theirself, out of the wound to have perished and suppressed, which might have wounded him/it. 

Therefore with Philip s/he/it substitutes Eudaemon: 

The leader was being of Thracians. 

With Abisaras the power with the son of him/it assigns. 

Is came then Parsagada: 

Is Persian tribe, whose governor Orsins was being, with the nobility and wealth between the all barbarians lofty. 

The specie was leading from [Cyro], formerly with the king of Persians: 

The powers and from the ancestors was having delivered and him/it/theirself long with the possession of the command had heaped. 

He/it all to the king with son in laws to the gifts, not to him/it/theirself manner she/it, but also with the friends of him/it soon giving, opposes. 

The subdued flocks of the horses were following and the chariots with the silver and gold equipped, the rich in furniture and the nobles to the jewel, the vessels and the garments of the great gold coin weight purple and the talent of the marked-out silver 3 thousands. 

Moreover the so great kindness with the barbarian with the cause of the death has been. 

For when s/he/it had tilled the all friends of the king with the gifts over the vows of themselves, to Bagoa to the eunuch, which had obligated Alexander with the compliance of the body to himself, has had the no honour: 

And from the certain of the advice, extremely with Alexander to the heart to be, has answered, you rule the friends, you consort! with harlots not with himself to till nor with the delays to be with Persians, the males to lead, which with the dishonour might be weakened. 

With these heard the eunuch the force with the shame and disgrace special into the head most noble and has exercised guiltless. 

Insomuch as of the tribe of him/it same s/he/it has heaped most trivial with the wrong indictments reminded, then at last there to convey, when him/it/theirself had ordered. 

Meanwhile how often without the eye-witnesses was being, credulous the ears of the king concealing was satisfying the cause to the anger, with which more heavy the authority of the accusing might be. 

Not yet suspected s/he/it was being Orsins, I will go yet more cheap. 

Indeed the plaintiff in the secret was being conducted, ignorant of the hidden danger, and indeed [inportunissumum] the harlot not in the dishonour and with the endurance of the disgrace of the fraud forgeting, had kindled how often you rule the love into himself, [Orsinen] only to the greed, sometimes also was proving of the desertion. 

Now you ripen! were being into the ruin innocent the lies and the utterance, the lot is of the unavoidable which, was assailing. 

Indeed perhaps Alexander has ordered to be uncovered the grave [Cyri], in which was being the secret of him/it the body, was wishing to give to which the tomb offeringses. 

With the gold and silver completing had believed to be obviously thus the rumour Persians had published but besides the round shield of him/it rotten and the bow discovers two Scythicuses and the scimitar the nothing. 

Moreover the golden crown imposed with the cloak, to which him/it/theirself had accustomed, the throne, in which the body was lying, has veiled, marvelled the king gifted of the so great name with the so great with the powers not more rich in buried to have, as if had been out of the folk. 

The neighbour was being to the side the eunuch, which the king considering,' the wonderful which,' says,' is the empty graves to be of the kings, when the houses of the governors are able to capture not the gold thence carried out? 

Which towards me restrains, him/it/theirself this tomb before I had seen not, but out of Dareus thus I have taken,3 thousands the talent to be seasoned with [Cyro]. 

Hence that kindness into you, as, the unpunished which was being able to have not Orsins, with the presenting also might enter the gratitude. 

' Had discharged now the mind into the anger, when these, with which the pain had given it same, come up. 

Hence Bagoas, hence from him/it equipped with the wrong indictments occupy the ears. 

Before to be accused might mistrust himself, Orsins into the chains delivered s/he/it is. 

Not content with the punishment guiltless the eunuch him/it/theirself soon dying has injected the hand. 

Which Orsins considering,' I had heard,' s/he/it says,' in Asia formerly to have reigned the women, this with the truth is new to reign castrated! 

' This has been the exit most noble of Persians nor guiltless only, but select likewise into the king of the kindness. 

With same time Phradats the power to have feigned suspected is killed. 

The king to be steep had began towards representing punishments, likewise towards more low believing: 

Of course the following things prevail to change the nature and seldom the any towards the good the enough his properties is bewared. 

Indeed he/it same somewhat before Lyncest Alexander conveyed from the two signs to sentence had supported not, more low likewise the plaintiffs against his/her/their will, because with the other guiltless were being seen, I have freed the steps, had returned with the enemies lived the powers or had increased: 

Towards the most far thus from it himself has deteriorated, in order that unconquered formerly facing the desire of the mind with the arbitration of the harlot with the other s/he/it was giving the powers, s/he/it might withdraw with the other the life. 

To same almost to the days Europe and Asia to the deeds has taken the letters from Coenus about the things into, while him/it/theirself conquers India. 

With Zopyrius, to Thrace placed in command, when s/he/it was making the expedition into Getas, with the seasons and storms suddenly appeared with the whole army suppressed s/he/it was being. 

The noted which with the disaster Seuths Odrysas, his/her/their compatriots, towards the desertion had forced. 

Indeed lost just about Thrace not Greece unshaken with the commotions has remained. 

For Alexander punished with the unfamiliarity of the certain governors, as, while is restrained in the most outer circle of Indians with the arms, through the most high they had exercised the crimes and the shames into the provincial, had stretched the fear of the other: 

That in the equal faults awaiting into the faith of the mercenaries soldiers they were fleeing it same the prize of the crimes, with the hands of those, if towards the punishment they were being asked, his/her/their health soon guarding, or with the money, the how great was being able, you compel! they were entering the flight. 

With that noted thing the letters towards the all men of Asia the praetors are sent, with which examined out of the step the all foreigners soldiers, which might make the tributes under themselves, were being ordered to dismiss. 

Between them Harpalus was being, which Alexander, because on account of the friendship of him/it/theirself formerly from Philip expelled the ground might have turned, was having between the most faithful and had presented after the death of Mazaeus [satrapea] to Babylon and had placed in charge of the treasures to the protection. 

He/it then when the trust, the gratitude of the king was being able to have which into the most ready, might have destroyed with the size of the shames, snatches five the thousands talents out of regal treasure and evades the leases six thousand of the mercenaries with the hand into Europe. 

Indeed long ago with the luxury and desires into the steep extent and had began to inspect with the desperate at the king with the favour facing the anger of him/it/theirself in the foreign powers the help and Athenians, of which not the be despised force and at the other Greeks the authority, then the hatred was knowing covering into Macedonas, had tilled carefully. 

And so s/he/it was making the hope with his/her/their Athenians with his/her/their arrival noted and with the plenty and money, s/he/it might persuade which, personally the examined immediately the arms and the debates soon uniting to be. 

For at the unskilled people and movable through the shameless men and the greed for sale the everything with himself to the services soon following was valuing. 

The head 2 then 30 ships Sunium transmit the promontory is the Attic lands had decided from where the port of the city to petition. 

With the noted these the king with Harpalus and Athenians nearly unsafe orders to be prepared the division Athenas immediately soon petitioning. 

They are returned which debate secretly with the stirring to the letter, indeed Harpalus to have entered Athenas and with the money to have united to himself the minds of the princes, soon with the hearing of the folk had the order with the city to pass towards the Greek soldiers to have reached, with which intercepted slaughtered from the certain Thibron through the ambushes. 

With these German farm-worker into Europe has omitted transfering the debate, but the exiles besides them, which with the civil blood were being defiled, to be received from the all men of Greeks with the communities, with which of the stroke were being, has ordered. 

And Greeks not intended the command to despise, whichsoever that beginning of the loosening laws were thinking to be, with the good each, which might stand out, have restored you sentence. 

The only Athenians not his/her/their only, but also the public defenders, were bringing the jumble of the ranks and men scarcely, not with the regal command, but with the laws and paternal customs to the king accustomed. 

The exiles with the boundaries have hindered then the everything rather soon bearing, as the sweepingses formerly of his/her/their city, then also of the exile, might admit. 

Alexander with the older men relaxed of the soldiers into Fatherland 13 thousands of the infantries and 2 thousands of the horsemen, which in Asia might uphold, valuing has ordered to be selected, with the moderate army to be able to hold Asia, because might have disposed with the more places the protections and recently the thing to renew to the desirous might have completed nor the seasoned cities with the farmers. 

Moreover before s/he/it might sift himself, which soon upholding s/he/it was being, s/he/it has proclaimed, in order that the all men were declaring the soldiers the foreign money. 

The heavy and of the most had learned to be and, whichsoever with the luxury of themselves dealt was being, they have unloosed yet him/it/theirself had decided. 

Those to be tested themselves with the raft, with which more easily from the entireties expensive [discerenet], had prolonged of the time with the lengthening the certain amount. 

And the enough king known, to the declaration of the money the decency, not the stubbornness to oppose, has ordered to be placed the tables with the whole camps and 10 thousands talent to be advanced. 

Then at last with faith made the declaration is. 

Nor further out of the so great money which 100 and 30 talents have remained. 

So far that army so many has obtained the triumphant more of the most rich tribes yet to the victory as to the booty out of Asia. 

Moreover as recognised s/he/it is other to be sent back the houses, other to be upheld, continuous him/it the seat of the power established in Asia soon having, mad and the teachings forgetful of the military with the mutinous voices the camps fill and the king more fiercely as previously the assailed all men likewise have began to demand the mission the deformed mouths with the scars and the white colouring of the heads showing. 

Nor either with the punishment or shame of the prefects of the king deterred with the turbulent shout and with the military violence willing the spade declared were restraining to speak, nowhere thence unless into Fatherland the step to be soon moving. 

At last with the silence made, more because to be moved were believing, which because themselves were being able to be moved, the which might be soon conducting, were awaiting. 

That,' which this,' says,' the sudden confusion and intimates so the pushing and vast with the freedom? 

Of the eloquence I fear. 

Openly surely you have broken the command and by request the king I am, to which not addressing, not learning and reminding or the considering you have relinquished the law. 

Truly when other to dismiss into Fatherland, I might have decided to obtain other with little me after, so I see those shouting, which are soon departing, as these, with which sent ahead to pursue to the position. 

Which this is to the thing? 

With the unequal in the cause he/it same the shout of the all men is! 

I may very-wish to know, whether which depart or may complain which are upheld about me. 

' You might believe the all men to have lifted the shout with the one mouth: 

Thus equally out of the whole meeting the answer is, the all men to complain. 

Then that,' not with Hercules' says,' is able to happen, in order that I am persuaded complaining likewise with the all men this cause to have, as you show, into which more great part the army is not, as when more I have dismissed, as I am soon upholding. 

More high evil eats away below without doubt, which averts the all men from me. 

When indeed the whole world exercised serves the king? 

Lest indeed the slaves with the one flock escape the owners, but is the certain in those the decency from the other destitute to be relinquished. 

Truly I so forgetful of the furious confusion the remedies with the incurable I attempt to summon. 

The all with Hercules the hope, I had conceived which out of you, with the forfeiture nor as indeed with my soldiers now you have abandoned to be but as with the most unpleasant works I have decided to conduct. 

With the second things, which flow around you, you have began to be mad, of the forgetful position of him/it, you have undressed which with the kindness my, worthy with Hercules, which in same you may decay, because is more easily with you the opposite following which to rule the chance. 

Behold at last, with the little row of Illyriuses and with the tribute-paying peoples of Persians Asia and so many the booties are tribes with the loathing. 

But under Philippi with the half-naked the cloaks out of the purple colour are dirty, are able to bring not the gold and the silver the eyes: 

Indeed the wooden the vessels desire and out of the wickerworks the shields and the rust of the swords. 

With this habitation I have taken the shining you and 500 talents of the foreign money, with the palace of the all man the furniture might be not further as 60 talents. 

Behold the foundations of my needs! 

To which yet may be away the hatred the command most great of the lands borne I have imposed. 

Is it not that to Asia wearied s/he/it is, which has made you the glory rich of the things borne equal? 

Into Europe you hurry to go with the deserted king, with the mores of you the soon lacking travel allowance will have been, if the foreign money I might have paid, truly in the Asiatic booty. 

Nor publicising to wish to be returned towards the children and the spouses s/he/it shames the booties with the deep stomach of the subdued tribes, with which the prizes of the only a few the victories you are able to show: 

For of the other, while also to your hope against with those, the arms are likewise to the pledge. 

Truly with the goods with the soldiers I am soon missing, with the catamites of his/her/their mistresses, with which this remains the ground out of the so great powers, is expended into which. 

Hence with the fleeing the limits may extend me: 

You do! hence more swift, I with Persians of the departing I will guard the backs. 

I hold the nobody: 

You free! my eyes, the most unpleasant countrymen. 

The happy you will remove the parents and the children without your king returning, will go with the deserters and deserters against! 

I will triumph over by Hercules about your flight and, wherever I will be, I will desire the penalties these, with which you relinquish me, with the tilling with the preferring with you. 

Now but you will know, and the how great without the king may prevail the army and which may be in of the power single me. 

' Gnashing the teeth about the tribunal has leaped down then and into the middle of the armed men the stream has inserted himself, observed likewise, which most fiercely they had interposed remarks, has delivered has seized nor the one-each with the hand intended to fight back 13 keeping with the guards of the body. 

The head 3 which might believe fierce with the little row the meeting to have became numb with the sudden fear? 

And when towards the punishment was seeing to be drew intended with the nothing more heavy which other, or of the name, because the tribes, which are under the kings, till between the gods, or own the veneration of him/it/theirself, or the so great trust with the strength of the operator has frightened thoroughly the command them: 

The alone surely the endurances the example have published and are so far not with the punishment of the attendant of the comrades, when under the night killed had recognised to be, as will have omitted the nothing, which the one-each more obediently and might make religiously. 

For with the following day hindered they might be with the approach you rule with the Asiatic only with the soldiers admitted, they have published mourning with the whole camps the shout, intimating immediately to be soon dying, if the king was persisting to get angry. 

But that stubborn towards the everything, which might have stirred, orders to be called with Macedonians restrained within the camps the meeting of the mind of the foreign soldiers and, when you frequent had collected, has had with the summoned interpreter the such speech: 

' When out of Europe I was transfering into Asia, the much noble tribes, the great strength of the men with my command me to be soon adding I was expecting. 

Nor of the deception I am, because about these I have believed to the rumour. 

But towards those this likewise has constituted, because I see the strong men and towards his/her/their kings of the unconquered responsibility. 

With the luxury in all respects I had believed to flow and with the excessive luck of the sea-bird into the pleasures. 

But Hercules you bear the duties to the campaign with this with the oak of the minds and bodies equally actively and, with the chances strength of the thirst, not the strength with the wise-men which faith coalesced. 

With this I now the first I declare, but formerly I know. 

And so and s/he/it has had the selection out of you of the younger men and I have confused you of my soldiers to the body. 

He/it same of the condition, same arms are with you. 

The compliance with the truth and the endurance of the command far is more excellent as with the other. 

Therefore him/it/theirself with Oxyartas of Persian I have joined the daughter with me to the marriage, not disdained out of the prisoner free to lift. 

Soon then, when the stock of my specie more wide I was wishing to propagate, I have led the wife of Dareus the daughter and with the neighbours of the friends I am increased I have been out of the prisoner of wars to be begat free, in order that with this sacrifice with the all treaty the crisis of the living and conqueror I was removing. 

Hence begotten to be you to me, not the derived soldiers you believe!. 

To Asia and Europe one and he/it same the power is. 

With you of Macedonians I give the arms, I have made old the foreign newness. 

And the countrymen you are my and the soldiers. 

The everything lead same the colour: 

Neither with Persians of Macedonians the custom to outline nor with Macedonians Persians to imitate of the inglorious. 

Of him/it same of the law they must to be, which under same king are soon living. 

' With this speech the had Persia of his/her/their body has believed the protection, Persians the attendants, has made Persians the lictors. 

Through which when Macedonians, which to this sedition might have given the opportunity, bound towards the punishments might be drew, one out of them, bring with the authority and age heavy towards the king thus spoken: 

The head 4' and Quous,' says,' with your mind also through the punishments and indeed of the outward custom you humour? 

Your soldiers, your countrymen, are drew towards the penalty with the unknown cause with his/her/their prisoner of wars leading. 

If you judge to have merited the death, even the attendants of the punishment you move!. 

' With the friendly mind, if to the spring patient s/he/it had been, s/he/it was being admonished, but into the madness the anger had reached. 

And so turned back for a short while, with which the command was being, the sea-birds into the river had doubted, as bound were being, has ordered. 

Nor indeed this has moved the sedition of the suppliants of the soldiers. 

Insomuch as the leaders of the plenty and the friends of that maniple approach, petitioning, as, if which hitherto the former hurt was judging to be touched, might order to be killed: 

To offer himself you kill! to the anger, s/he/it might slaughter. 

At last before the pain hardly to the mints the sharing whole worlds assemble towards the palace and with the arms precipitate before the doors clothed in a tunic assisting the nude and liable Carthaginian the bodies to be admitted crying were begging. 

Not himself to beg, that with the punishments of the criminals they might be expiated, which through the stubbornness might have failed. 

You rule the irascibility to himself with the death more sad to be. 

Whenever the days and the nights before the palace persisting with the wretched shout and condition might approve his/her/their repentance, the two days yet facing the most low the prayers of his/her/their the irascibility of the king has hardened. 

With the third day the living the perseverance of the suppliants has proceeded and accused gently the want of restraint of the army not without the much on both sides with the tears into the gratitude with himself with themselves to return on behalf of is tired. 

The worthy yet the thing is seen, which more great victims might be expiated. 

And so with the sacrifice splendidly carried through of Macedonians likewise and s/he/it has invited the nobles of Persians towards the courses. 

Nine thousands there with the feast to have removed projected is to the memory and them all men with the inviting king out of same depression to have nibbled, with Greeks and barbarians prophets then the other favourable the vows dictating, then especially in order that into it of the each command same the body of the communion the society was being continuous. 

Ripened then is the mission and the most fragile each released from army. 

Of the friends likewise with the certain more aged s/he/it has given the supplies. 

Out of which Clitus, with the surname Albus, and Gorgias and Polydamas and Antigens have been. 

With the departing not only pays the tributes of the past time with the faith, truly also s/he/it has added the talent into the one-each soldiers of the travel allowance in name only. 

The sons out of the Asiatic wives undertaken towards ten thousands are delivered to have been at himself has ordered to be relinquished, lest into Macedonia with the parents of the crossing over and with the spouses and more ahead children mixed together they might satisfy the families of the one-each with the stretchings and disagreements: 

To himself concern to had promised, in order that with the paternal custom of the custom of the campaign the skills were being taught well. 

Thus above ten the thousands of the old are low-lying and is the added Craterus, which might escort them, out of the particular with the friends of the king. 

To which if which kindly had happened, Polypercontuses are to obey ordered. 

With the letters also towards Antipatrus with the scripts veteran has anticipated to be had the honour, in order that how often the games and the contests were being eaten, in the first ranks garlanded might observe and in order that to the utterance of the performed to be pleased the beardless into the father's tributes were climbing. 

Of the depressions to Macedonia and suburbs with the areas with the command s/he/it has pleased to be present, Antipatrus with the reinforcement more young Macedonians towards the king to go on. 

Indeed s/he/it was fearing, lest through the disagreement of the prefect with Olympiad the heavy some was being taken the disasters. 

For much towards Alexander the letters the mother, had sent much [Antipater] and in turn between himself they were accusing, which towards the disgrace or the detriment of the regal greatness might concern. 

After indeed the hearsay of the killed king rashly common into Macedonia has entered, the mother of him/it and the sister Cleopatra had been misbehaved, and indeed these the father's power, Olympiad had entered Epirus. 

Meanwhile the king, in order that chooses was redeeming the detriments of the diminished army the most good each into of Persians the Macedonian ranks: 

The thousand also has removed towards the protection of the body most excellent: 

The other of the spear-armed underworlds, not more little ten thousands, around the regal tent s/he/it has ordered to conduct the watchings. 

This with the advocate comes up Peucests when twenty with the thousands archers and slingers, had collected which out of his/her/their province. 

To these through the army distributed the progress has with Susas and Tigrid the crossing river obviously Caras the camp is measured off: 

Thence with the four days through [Sittacenen] with the led plenty Sambana has proceeded, where through seven days the quiet stream has held. 

Of the three days then with the journey measured out Celonas reached s/he/it is. 

They hold the town with this with Boeotia of the progress, has transferred which Xerxes with his/her/their seats roused into Eastern lands. 

And they were protecting the proof of the origin with the personal conversation out of Greeks generally with the voices constant: 

Moreover on account of the need of the trades of the barbarian neighbours with the tongue they were using. 

Thence [Bagistanen] the entry is, the wealthy area and abundant with the beautiful of the trees and fertile with the offspring and with the other about to the life not used only, truly also the delight with the concerning. 

Reached s/he/it is then into the plains of Media, where most great the flocks of the horses were being fed. 

They call Nisaeuses, with the size and appearance conspicuous. 

Above fifty thousands with the ibis discovered, when Alexander there was going over, from the comrades of that marked is: 

Formerly with the threefoldth to have been more, but between the commotions most great of the wars of them the part the robbers to have expelled. 

Towards thirty days there the king has halted. 

There Atropats of Media the governor one hundred barbarian women skilled has persuaded riding and with the crescent-shields and axes armed: 

From where the certain have believed out of the tribe of Amazon warriors the remains to have been. 

With the seventh then with the camps Ecbatana touches, to Media the head. 

There s/he/it has made the solemn observances with the gods the sacrifices and s/he/it has published the games and into the feasts and s/he/it has loosened the festive days the mind, in order that soon into the concern and the offices of the new needs more strong s/he/it was being stretched. 

But with that rolling, just as with the injected hand, the utterance elsewhere has drew and has extorted the life with the most dear of the friends of him/it nor much after to him/it/theirself likewise to the king. 

Was expecting the boys in the stade vying, when s/he/it is announced to fail Hephaestion, which with the sickness close out of the drunkenness the seventh now was sickening the day. 

Terrified with the danger of the friend at once s/he/it rises and s/he/it goes on towards the hospitality of that quickly: 

Nor yet the earlier times there reaches, as the death might have occupied that. 

It to the king of the all men, which in the life had borne, most mournful of the obstacles to have happened the certainty is had and him/it with the size of the pain into the tears and the wailings conquered much the minds about the step of the slope the proofs to have published. 

But indeed they diversely are delivered: 

That between the all men agrees, in order that was leading as the most appropriate funeral processions to him/it, to have been unwilling to be buried with Ecbatanas, but Babylon, with which him/it/theirself was being soon relinquishing, from Perdicca to be conveyed to have looked after: 

And there the burial with the unheard previously with the example twelve talent with the thousands to have placed. 

Through the whole world surely the command to be mourned has ordered him/it: 

And not the memory of him/it in the army was growing up, with the horsemen, which had been present, has placed in charge the nobody the leader, but has wished to be called with Hephaestionas the wing and, which that might have built the indications, there not to be changed. 

The funeral contests and the games, the suchs never might have been high, considered three has collected the thousands of the artists: 

Which not much after in the funeral processions of him/it/theirself are brought to have vied. 

Nor the friends so with the vast disposition towards uniting have discovered the gratitude of him/it half-heartedly of the use earnestly, through the remembering which more clear and of the dead person more esteemed might happen. 

Therefore Eumens, with himself on account of the enmity with Hephaestion of the king s/he/it might have perceived to have dealt the indignation, with the much the authority has been you follow! and his/her/their arms of Hephaestionus the to be consecrated and has collected the money towards to be honoured burial exceedingly. 

This example they have imitated other: 

And there soon the shamelessness of the assents has proceeded, as to the king with the mourning and longing of the dead person being mad persuaded will have been at last, the god to be Hephaestion. 

Where indeed with the time out of the leaders of the plenty Samite towards the limit of the danger comes Agathocls, because the mound of that disregarding to have watered the look might be. 

And unless Perdiccas to the hunting himself Hephaestion to have appeared lain through the all gods and him/it/theirself Hephaestion might have sworn, out of him/it/theirself himself to have recognised, Agathocl not as dying and with the titles of the empty divinity in vain equipping to have cried, truly on account of the memory of the former association you shed tears not to have held, the man with the favoured and about the king well deserved into the friend of the responsibility might have paid the heavy penalties with the harmless head. 

Moreover in order that for a short time from the grief was dissuading the mind, into the tribe of Cossaeuses s/he/it has undertaken the expedition. 

The yokes nearby of Media Cossaeuses hold, the rude and sharp the specie and with the acquiring loot the life to bear be accustomeding. 

From these the kings of Persians with the annual tax have bought back the peace had inured, lest into the lying near hastening were making unsafe with the brigandages the area. 

For they had repelled the strength the testing Persians easily, with the severity of the places defended, into which with himself they were receiving, how often with the arms they were being overcome. 

Same with the services every year were being appeased, as to the king with Ecbatanas, where was being accustomed to conduct the summer camps, Babylon with the returning safe through them places the passage might be. 

These therefore Alexander with the bipartite stream approached within forty days has tamed thoroughly. 

For from him/it/theirself king and Ptolemaeus, which the part the army was leading, often chopped, in order that were receiving his/her/their prisoner of wars, have relinquished with the triumphant himself. 

That has ordered to be piled up the strong cities with the suitable places, lest with the detached army the wild tribe was undressing the obedience. 

With the moved thence with the camps, in order that was rebuilding the soldier tired with the fresh expedition, with the clinging stream s/he/it was proceeding Babylon. 

And now hardly thirty from the city to the stades s/he/it was being away, when Nearchus opposes, which through Ocean and had sent ahead the doors of Euphrates Babylon: 

And s/he/it was begging, lest s/he/it was wishing to advance fated to himself the city. 

Learned and to himself out of Chaldaens, which with the much now with the close outcomes of the foretellings his/her/their might have approved the certainty abundantly. 

The king with the rumour of them men and with the constant affirmation the movement with the low-lying into the city of the friends and leads with the most with the other way besides Babylon and with the two hundred thence with the stades stationary places. 

But from Anaxarchus philosopher taught well to the despised with the reminded of Chaldaens, the empty teaching of which or superfluous s/he/it was observing, s/he/it enters the city. 

The embassies there out of the whole world nearly with the circle had gathered. 

To which through the many days eagerly heard successively about with Hephaestionas s/he/it has added the funeral processions the mind. 

Which with the top of the all men with the eagerness thus are celebrated, as towards that time of the no one you rule funereal with the size of the costs and preparation with the fame will have conquered not. 

After these the desire assaults to the king through Pallacopa the river towards the borders of Arabs sailing: 

Where conveyed, to the city putting with the suitable seat discovered with the age or wounds of Greeks infirm and, if which voluntarily had remained, there arranges. 

To which perfect out of the opinion now carefree of the future s/he/it was laughing at Chaldaens, which Babylon not the entry so great was being unharmed, true also might have passed. 

But with the truth returning through the swamps, Euphrates vast into Pallacopa effects which, the filthy omen is offered. 

Obviously the branchs from above expending have abandoned the omission to the regal head with the diadem into the waves. 

With then other over the others the freakish and threatening they might be announced, with the to be managed them to Greek likewise and with the barbarian rite the incessant the sacrifices the facts are. 

Nor yet except with the death you rule they have been able to be expiated. 

Which when Nearchum had removed with the feast and now the elbow might be soon going, has given with the resolute prayers of Medius Larissaeus, in order that was coming towards him/it caroused. 

Where after with the whole night s/he/it has drunk heavily, badly s/he/it begins to have. 

Growing heavy then the sickness so far has drained the all strengths within the sixth day, in order that indeed not the power was being of the voice. 

Meanwhile the soldiers with the anxiety and longing of the anxious him/it, whichsoever with the imploring leaders, lest were loading you rule the illness, have squeezed, in order that were being admitted into the view of him/it. 

The head 5 Intuents the rising tears have presented the appearance now not the king, but the burial of him/it going to see army. 

The mourning yet of the by-standers was projecting the chosen man: 

Which as the king has faced,' you will discover,' says,' when I will have passed, worthy with the suchs men the king? 

' Incredible with saying and with the hearing, in same condition of the body, into which had compared himself, when soon admiting was being you fight, to have hardened, while from the whole army the most far that is very-greeted: 

And with the low-lying common people just as to the all life due freed s/he/it has repulsed the weary members. 

And more near to approach with the ordered friends for and the voice to fail now had began the removed ring with the finger to Perdicca has delivered with the added orders, in order that they were ordering his/her/their body towards Hammon of the iron. 

And with the asking these, to which s/he/it might relinquish the power, s/he/it has answered, to him/it which might be most good: 

Moreover they have foreseen now himself, on account of that contest great the funeral games to be prepared to himself. 

Turned back with Perdicca the asking, when s/he/it might wish to be had the heavenly honours to himself, s/he/it has said, then to wish, when themselves were being happy. 

The most above this voice has been of the king and is quenched somewhat after. 

And with the first wailing and wailings and wailings the whole palace was resounding: 

Soon just as in the huge solitude the everything dumb with the sad silence were being lethargic, towards the thinkings, which might be then future, with the inverted pain. 

The nobles boys to the protection of the body of the accustomed him/it neither the size of the pain to capture nor with himself the palaces have been able to hold themselves within the entrance: 

And you wail! and with the raving you may imitate the so great city with the grief and mourning they had filled with the no complaints omitted, the pain suggests which in the such fall. 

Therefore which except the palace had assisted, Macedonians equally and barbarian, assemble nor were being able to be seen from the conquerors in of the living the common pain. 

Persians the most just and most mild the owner, Macedonians the most good and most strong the king calling upon the certain contest of the mourning were publishing. 

Nor of the sad suns, but also the voices of the being indignant were being heard clearly, so I make green and in the flower of the age and chance with the hatred the god rescued to be with the human things. 

The vigour of him/it and into the battle of the face rearing the soldiers, the cities besieging, into the walls of the evading, the chances were opposing the men on behalf of the meeting of the presenting with the eyes. 

Then you may respect to have denied the divine Macedonians they was displeasing and were confessing the wicked and unpleasant to have been with himself, which the ears of him/it the debts with the appeal might have cheated. 

And when by day now in the veneration, now in the longing you rule might have stuck, into themselves the turned pity is. 

With Macedonia of the progress beyond [Euphraten] in the middle enemies the new command despising the destitute himself they were sifting to be, without the certainty of the king with the heir: 

Without the heir of the power the public strengths towards himself the each soon drawing. 

The wars then civil, which they have followed, were being prophesied with the minds: 

Again, not about the power to Asia, but about the king to themselves the blood to be pouring, with the new wounds the ancients the breaking scars: 

The old men, weak, but with the petitioned mission from the just king, now soon dying on behalf of the force perhaps of the attendant of the ignoble some. 

The night comes up these thinkings with the rolling and has increased the terror. 

The soldiers in the arms were watching: 

Out of the walls of the other Babylonian, one with the height his men each of the roof were gazing out as if more reliable soon seeing. 

Nor the any was intending to kindle the lights. 

And because of the eyes the use was resting, the roars and the voices with the ears were enticing and generally with the empty fear frightened through the obscure paths, one the others mobing, reciprocally the suspected concerned and were being brought. 

With his/her/their custom with the sheared off in of the courteous Persian the mourning garment with the spouses and children not as the conqueror and only the enemy, but as they were mourning the most just king of his/her/their tribe with the true longing. 

The accustomed under the king to live not other, which might command with themselves, more worthy they were confessing to have been. 

Nor with the walls of the city the grief was being held, but the most nearest area from her/it, then the rumour of the evil had penetrated the great part to Asia of the liquid measure [Euphraten]. 

About of Dareus likewise the mother quickly borne s/he/it is. 

O torn therefore with the garment, which was being placed on, has accepted mourning and with the mangled hairs of the ground the body has abandoned. 

S/he/it was resembling the others out of the granddaughters recently the lost Hephaestion to him/it, to which s/he/it had married, mourning and s/he/it was reconsidering the own causes of the pain in the common sadness. 

But the evils single of his/her/their all men with Sisigambas was capturing. 

That way his/her/their, that was crying the turn of the granddaughters. 

The fresh pain also had revived the pasts. 

You might believe but the lost Dareus and equally poor the funeral processions of the two sons to be leading. 

S/he/it was crying likewise the dead and alive. 

Indeed which soon conducting of the girls to be the concern? 

Which the other future Alexander? 

Again to be the captured himself, again to have razed with the power. 

Which with the dead Dareus might see themselves, to have discovered, which after Alexander might consider, certainly not soon discovering. 

S/he/it was entering between these the mind,80 brothers his/her/their with same day from [Ocho], with the most fierce of the kings, the slaughtered and added with the overthrow so many the father sons: 

Out of seven children, him/it/theirself might have begat which, one to remain: 

Him/it/theirself Dareum to have flourished for a short time, in order that was being able to be quenched more cruelly. 

Towards the most far to the pain s/he/it has fallen and with the wrapped up head happening with his/her/their knees the granddaughter and the grandson avoided with the food equally s/he/it has withheld and with the light. 

With the fifth, after to the custom s/he/it had decided, the day is quenched. 

The great surely of Alexander to the leniency into her/it and to the justice into the all prisoner of wars the lesson is the death of this, which when had supported after Dareus to live, with Alexander you may stand over has reddened to be. 

And with Hercules justly with the valuing s/he/it is fluid the king, the goods of the soon being born him/it to have been, you vitiate! even of the chance or age. 

The incredible strength the minds, the endurance of the effort just about excessive, the strength not between the kings only distinguished, but between those likewise, this of which the grounds the strength has been, the courtesy often more great of the dividing, are petitioned which from the gods, the mercy into subdued so many powers or returned, with which she/it had removed with the war, or to the gift the presents: 

Of the death, kills other of which fear, the continuous contempt, of the glory and praise as with the justice more great desire, thus in the young man and in the so great nor with the wonderful with the things: 

I will go the responsibility towards the parents, had decided to consecrate Olympiad of which to the immortality, Philippi avenged it had, I will go into the all men almost [amcos] the kindness, towards the soldiers with the benevolence, the equal debate to the size of the mind and, the age of him/it was being able to capture how great hardly, with the skill: 

I will go the manner of the beyond measure enthusiasms, within of Venus the natural longing the uses nor any unless out of the relinquished the pleasure huge surely the dowries were being. 

That way to the chance: 

With the gods to level with himself and the divinities the honours to indict and such with the urging oracles to believe and disdaining to be adored more violent him/it/theirself as you bear! might be to get angry, into the outward condition cultivated to move of the body, to imitate the customs of the subdued tribes, had scorned which before the victory. 

Now the youth had excited the irascibility and the desire of the wine as, thus the old age had been able to soften. 

To be admitted it has yet, when the most much to the strength will have had to, the more to have had to the chance, only in the power of the mortal all men has had which. 

How often s/he/it has revived that from the death! 

How often rashly into the dangers of the crowbars with the continuous luck s/he/it has covered! 

To the life likewise s/he/it decides the boundary same to that which to the glory. 

The utterances have awaited him/it, while with Eastern lands the tamed thoroughly and with the approached Ocean, the mortality was capturing whichsoever, might satisfy. 

To this king and leader the successor was being asked. 

But more great mass was being, which in order that one was being able to enter I go: 

And so the name with the each of him/it and the rumour of the things into the whole just about has spread the circle the kings and the powers and are most clear had, which also have adhered to the most small so great part of the chance. 

Indeed the head 6 Ceterum with Babylon thence diverts the speech of the body of him/it the guards first into the palace of the friends and the leaders of the plenty have called. 

It has followed the commotion of the soldiers desirous to know, into which the chance of Alexander might be soon going over. 

The much leaders with the crowd of the soldiers removed were being able to enter not the palace, when the herald to the only, which by name might be promoted, might hinder to approach. 

But obtained by prayer s/he/it was being scorned the command. 

And the first the huge wailing and the wailing is renewed, then the expectation of the future with the restrained tears has made the silence. 

Then the regal Perdicca the seat into the view of the common people given, in which diadem and you clothe with the arms of Alexander were being, delivered from the king into same with the seat has placed the ring to himself day before: 

With the appearance of which turned back rising with the all men the tears have renewed the grief. 

And Perdicca,' indeed I,' says,' the ring, with which that of the power and command you are green was being to sign usual, delivered from him/it/theirself to me, I return to you. 

Moreover whichsoever the no disaster to this, where of the disposition we are, is able to be devised you bear! from the angry gods, yet the size of the things, has conducted which, is permitted to believe with the considering, the so great man the gods to have adapted with the human things, with the complete lot of which quickly they might repeat him/it to his/her/their stock. 

Hence because the nothing the other out of him/it remains, which always from the immortality is led away which, to the body and name as soon as possible we may loosen the justices, not forgetful, in which city, between which we may be, with the such protector and king robbed. 

To be drew s/he/it is, the comrades, and thinking, as the victory borne between these, about which borne s/he/it is, we may be able to maintain. 

With the head the need is: 

This-self with the one or with the mores, in your power is. 

That you must to know, military without the leader the commotion the body to be without the breath. 

The sixth month is, out of which Roxan pregnant is. 

We choose, in order that s/he/it brings forth the male. 

The rich future power of this with the approving, seeing that will have grown. 

Meanwhile from which you may wish to be ruled, resolutely. 

' This Perdicca. 

Then Nearchus, of Alexander only the blood and the stock to the regal greatness to convene, says to be able to marvel the nobody: 

Moreover to be awaited not yet the born king and, which may be now, to be disregarded, neither with the minds of Macedonians to convene nor to the direction of the things. 

To be out of Barsin the son you rule: 

To this with the diadem giving. 

Of the nobody the speech was pleasing. 

And so with his/her/their custom to the spears the shields shaking were persisting to roar against, and had reached with Nearchus more stubborn seeing now near towards the sedition the opinion. 

Then Ptolemaeus,' you deign! forwards the shoot is,' says,' which of Macedonians may command with the tribe, Roxans even to Barsina the son, the name of which likewise will disgust to say Europe, with the ancestor out of the part of the prisoner of war. 

Is, why we will have conquered Persians, in order that to the stock of them we serve, which the just those kings Dareus and Xerxes so many thousand with the streams and have petitioned with the so great divisions in vain. 

My opinion this is, as with the seat of Alexander in situated palace, which with the debates of him/it [adibebantur], may collect, how often in the common decision the need will have been, and I go, more great part of them will have decided which, may be stood: 

The leaders and the prefects of the plenty with these may obey. 

' With Ptolemaeus certain, more little Perdiccas were assenting to. 

Then Aristonus has began to say, the learned Alexander, might relinquish to which the power, to have wished to be chosen most good. 

Judged but from him/it/theirself most good Perdicca, to which s/he/it might have delivered the ring. 

Nor indeed one him/it to have resembled with the dying, but publicising the eyes out of the commotion of the friends to have chosen, to which s/he/it might deliver. 

To please then, the sum of the command towards Perdicca to be conveyed. 

Nor they have doubted, that s/he/it might think the springs. 

And so the whole worlds to proceed into the middle Perdicca and were ordering to lift the ring of the king. 

They were sticking between the enthusiasm and the decency and, where more restrained which was awaiting might desire, more stubborn was believing soon offering to be. 

And so hesitant and by day, which might conduct, uncertain towards the most far yet has receded and after them, which had sat of the neighbour, has stopped. 

But [Meleager], one out of the leaders, with the confident mind, the delay of Perdicca had raised which,' nor the gods will have allowed,' says,' as the chance of Alexander and destroys the peak into that of your upper arms of the so great power: 

The men surely will bring not. 

The nothing I say about more noble as this is, but about the men only, with the reluctant which the nothing necessary to endure fully is. 

Nor truly s/he/it concerns, Roxans the son, seeing that begotten s/he/it will be, or you may have Perdicca the king, when that under the power of the tutelage of the appearance is soon occupying. 

And so the nobody to him/it the king pleases, unless which not yet the son is, and into the so great with the haste of the all men not just only, but also only awaits the necessities the exact months and now the male to be the foetus divines. 

Which you may doubt preparing to be even to supply? 

If the mediator more faithful Alexander had relinquished this with us the king on behalf of himself, that ground out of them, which might have commanded, not to be making I might think. 

That then towards tearing apart treasures you wander? 

Indeed the town of these regal certainly the people is the heir. 

' This spoken out through the middle armed men has erupted and, which with the departing had given the way, were following him/it/theirself towards announced booty. 

The head 7 Iamqu of the armed men around Meleagrus the crowded ball was being into the sedition and the disagreement with the turned meeting, when certain and with the most unknown of Macedonians out of the most low folk,' which need is,' says,' with the arms and pretty courtesy having the king, you ask which? 

Arrhidaeus, with Philip begotten, with the little row of Alexander of the king the brother, the sharer of the sacrifices and ceremonies only, now the only heir, is disregarded from you. 

With his/her/their which the merit? 

Or why s/he/it has made, why also with the common law of the tribes s/he/it may be cheated? 

If with Alexander I imitate you ask, never you will discover, if most nearest, this is only. 

' With these heard the meeting with the first the silence just as ordered has had: 

Then equally Arrhidaeum to be calling summons and the death deserved, which might have had the meeting without him/it. 

Then [Pithon] full of the tears s/he/it begins to say,' now even especially wretched to be Alexander, which so with the enjoyment and present of the good countrymen and soldiers was being cheated: 

Indeed the name and the memory of his/her/their king only considering towards the other to cloud them,' not ambiguously into the young man, to which the power was being bound, stretching the disgraces. 

Which had objected, more themselves the hatred, have reported as with Arrhidaeus the contempt: 

Obviously now are pitied, also they have favoured they have began. 

Therefore not the other king with himself as him/it, which towards this hope might be begotten, they declare soon suffering with the persevering acclamation and to be called they order Arrhidaeus. 

Which [Meleager] the unsafe and hated Perdiccas energetically leads Philippi hailed the king into the palace and the soldiers call. 

Moreover this of the common people was being the voice, the other opinion of the princes. 

Out of which [Pithon] the debate to Perdicca begins to perform and binds with the son out of future Roxan the protectors Perdicca and Leonnatus, with the regal stock begotten. 

S/he/it has added, as in Europe Craterus and [Antipater] the things might administer. 

Then the oath exact from the apiece, future into the power of the begotten king with Alexander. 

[Meleager] not the injury with the fear of the punishment frightened with his men had withdrawn turned back Philip drawing with himself has invaded the palace proclaiming, to lend support to the public conceived hope about the new with the little king before oak of the age: 

They might test but the stock of Philippi and the son and the brother of the kings of the two: 

To himself own with themselves chiefly they might believe. 

The no depths the sea, the huge nobody the relying on and stormy moves so great the wave, the multitude of the movement has how great, certainly if you renew! and luxuriates shortly with the soon hardening freedom. 

The little to Perdicca with the chosen manner, more with Philippi, had scorned which, they were giving the command. 

Neither to wish nor to be unwilling they were being able any by day and s/he/it was displeasing only of the debate, but of the repentance him/it/theirself. 

Towards the most far yet into the regal stock they have bent with the eagernesses. 

Arrhidaeus had gone out of the meeting, with the authority of the princes frightened, and had slackened with the departing that the military favour had ceased to talk more as. 

And so revived the garment of the brother I may go him/it/theirself, which had been in situated seat, is placed on. 

And [Meleager] with the breastplate accepted s/he/it captures the arms, the attendant of the new king. 

The phalanx with the spears the round shields shaking follows, with the soon filling himself blood of those, which had feigned the concerning power the nothing towards themselves. 

Into same with the house and family of the command the strengths soon remaining they were being glad to be: 

The inherited command the regal stock soon claiming, accustomed to be the name him/it/theirself to till and to be adored nor any it to capture unless begeting, in order that was reigning. 

Therefore with Perdicca frightened the room, in which the body of Alexander was lying, orders to be bolted. 

They were being 600 with him/it/theirself of the tested strength, Ptolemaeus likewise had added himself to him/it and the regal court of the boys. 

Moreover not hardly from so many thousands of the armed men the bolts are broken through. 

And the king likewise had invaded crowded with the commotion of the attendants, the prince was being of which [Meleager]. 

And angry with Perdicca these, which might wish to see the body of Alexander, removes: 

But, which had invaded, afar the darts into him/it/theirself were throwing. 

And with the much wounded at last more aged with the removed helmets, where they might be able to be learned more easily, to entreat them, which were being with Perdicca, have began, in order that were going were desisting to the war and king and mores. 

The chief Perdicca has deposited the arms and other he/it same have made. 

With Meleagrus then urging, lest from the body of Alexander were departing, with the ambushes the place to be asked with the raft, diverse with the part of the palace about [Euphraten] they stretch the flight. 

The cavalries, which out of the most noble of the young men was agreeing, the crowded Leonnatum was following Perdicca and was pleasing to pass with the city and to stretch in the plains. 

But indeed Perdicca not the infantries soon following him/it/theirself was despairing: 

Thus, lest with the detaching s/he/it was being seen the horsemen to have broken from the other army, in the city s/he/it halts. 

The head 8 but has stopped not [Meleager] the king to remind, the law of the command of Perdicca with the death to be confirming: 

If the powerless mind may be occupied, you think soon renewing. 

To remember him/it, which about the king might have merited, the nobody but the enough to him/it of the chords to be, may fear which. 

The king was suffering more which was being assented. 

And so [Meleager] the silence on behalf of the command has had. 

S/he/it has sent of the king in name only, which might indict Perdicca: 

With them same the order, in order that they were killing, if was doubting to come. 

Perdicca with the announced with the arrival of the attendants sixteen entirely to the boys of the regal court the company-of-soldiers in the threshold of his/her/their house has stopped and small and the possessions of Meleagrus repeatedly calling thus has frightened constant of the mind and face, in order that hardly with the chins you drink together were fleeing. 

Perdicca has ordered to mount the boys horses and reaches with the only a few of the friends towards Leonnatus, soon repulsing I will go the strength more firm protection, if which was inflicting. 

With the following unworthy day the thing with Macedonians was being seen, Perdicca towards the contracted danger of the death, and the rashness of Meleagrus with the arms avenged they had decided to go. 

And that, with the sedition foreseen when had invited the king, begins to ask him/it, or I have caught firmly Perdicca him/it/theirself might have ordered. 

That with the inspiration of Meleagrus has answered to have ordered himself, moreover not to must to be misbehaved them, indeed Perdicca to live. 

Therefore with the low-lying meeting [Meleager] of the horsemen especially with the desertion very frightened and weak of the debate obviously into him/it/theirself danger s/he/it had cut back, which with the little enemy with the row had stretched the three days almost has destroyed the uncertain debates rolling. 

And indeed former the appearance of the palace was remaining, for and the envoys of the tribes were approaching the king and the leaders of the plenty were aiding and had filled the entrance the attendants and the armed men. 

But huge with his/her/their free will the sadness of the most far desperation the sign was being and suspected reciprocally not to approach more near, not were intending to talk the separate thinkings within himself with the each rolling: 

And out of the construction of the new king the longing was being caused lost. 

Where that was being, the command of which, the divination of which they had followed, were requiring. 

The destitute himself between the unsafe and untamed the tribes, soon desiring so many the penalties of his/her/their disasters, seeing that might be the offered opportunity. 

With these thinkings were hollowing the minds, when is announced, the horsemen, which might be under Perdicca, you occupy the grain around Babylon with the plains, which into the city was being borne, to have upheld. 

And so with the lack the first, then the hunger begins to be and, which were being in the city, either restoring with Perdicca the gratitude or with the arms to be vying were thinking. 

Perhaps thus had happened, as, which were being in the fields, feared might flee the plundering of the farms and villages into the city, of the townspeople, when the foods were failing themselves, might pass with the city and to the each specie I acquire the foreign seat was being seen which his properties. 

Macedonians feared into the palace collect the confusion of which, each the opinion of themselves might be, explain. 

S/he/it was pleasing but the envoys towards the horsemen to be sent about the finishing with the disagreement and arms putting. 

Therefore from the king Thessalus and Amissus Megalopolitanus and Perilaus is bequeathed Pasas: 

Which when had published the orders of the king, not otherwise soon putting the arms the horsemen, which if the king of the disagreement the authorities had published, have brought the answer. 

With these reported with his/her/their free will the arms capture the soldiers. 

With the commotion out of the palace of which Philippi roused,' the nothing,' says,' with the sedition the need is. 

For between himself the prizes of the vying, which will have rested, will occupy. 

Likewise remember! the thing to be with the countrymen, with which the hope to the gratitude quickly to break towards the civil war of the hurrying s/he/it is. 

With the one embassy, or they may be able to be softened, we may test. 

And I believe not yet with the buried body of the king towards excelling to him/it the just all man to be soon collecting. 

Which towards me restrains, to return this command to the evil as to exercise with the blood of the countrymen: 

And if the no others the hope is of the concurrence, I beg and I beg, you select! more drunk. 

' With the rising then with the tears the diadem removes to the head, the pledge, which was holding it, prolonging, as, if which was declaring more worthy himself, might take. 

The speech has caused the huge hope of the innate character before that day of the brother with the clarity suppressed so controlled. 

And so the all have began to pursue, as, which might have stirred, might wish to perform. 

Them same turned back bequeaths soon petitioning, in order that they were taking Meleagrus the third the leader. 

Not scarcely it is obtained, for and to detach Perdicca from the king was wishing Meleagrus and one was thinking with the two uneven future to be. 

Therefore with Meleagrus with the phalanx against sallied Perdicca foregoing of the horsemen opposes the troops. 

The each collects the stream with the borrowed greeting made into the continuous, as were observing, with the concurrence and peace strengthened. 

The head 9 but now to the utterances the civil wars were being applied with the tribe of Macedonians, for and is intractable power and from the mores was being desired. 

The strengths have crushed the chief therefore, have scattered then: 

And with the mores the body, was capturing which, they might have loaded with the heads, the other members have began to fail the each command under the single might have been able to stand, while is supported from the mores, destroys. 

Hence with the law and merit the Roman people declares to must the health with himself to his/her/their prince, which of the night, we have had which nearly most above, the new star has illuminated. 

With Hercules of this, not s/he/it has returned the light of the sun of the rising with the clouding to the universe, when without his/her/their head the discords were trembling the members. 

The how many that then has quenched the torchs! 

The how many s/he/it has placed the swords! 

S/he/it has shattered the how great season with the sudden fine weather! 

Not therefore s/he/it grows green again the ground, but also s/he/it flourishes the command. 

The hatred may be away only, the times of this age of him/it same the house if only continuous will remove, surely the lasting posterity. 

Moreover, as towards the rank, from which the view of the public luck had averted me, I may return, Perdicca was putting the single hope of his/her/their health in the death of Meleagrus: 

The empty same and faithless and quickly you think soon renewing and to himself especially unsafe to be occupying. 

But with the high dissimulation the debate was pressing, in order that incautious was suppressing. 

Therefore concealed from the certain out of the plenty, with which s/he/it was being present, s/he/it has equipped, in order that as if him/it/theirself was disregarding they were bewailing the spade, Meleagrus levelled to be to Perdicca. 

With the conversation of which [Meleager] towards himself referred the raving anger to Perdicca, which might have learned, explains. 

That just as with the new thing terrified to admire, to complain and begins the appearance of the hurting to show to him/it: 

Towards the most far s/he/it convenes, in order that the authorities of the mutinous voice were being caught firmly so. 

S/he/it conducts the gratitudes and the clasps Perdicca the faith of him/it into himself [Meleager] and s/he/it commends the benevolence. 

Then with the common debate the account suppressing they enter harmful. 

Is pleasing the army with the paternal custom to be purified and the commendable cause was being seen the warring pasts. 

The kings of Macedonians thus they had to purify the been accustomed soldiers, as the entrails of the torn dog with the most far in the plain, into which the army might be escorted, from the each might abandon with the part, within that space the armed all men might stand, hence the horsemen, there the phalanx. 

And so with that day, had bound which to this sacrifice, the king with the horsemen and elephants had stopped against the infantries, which [Meleager] was being present. 

Now the equestrian stream was being moved and the infantries, with the sudden fear on account of the fresh disagreement not reasonably peaceful any awaiting, for a short while have doubted, or into the city might transfer the plenty: 

Obviously on behalf of the horsemen the plain was being. 

Moreover feared, lest rashly were sentencing the faith of the comrades, they have halted you prepare towards fighting with the minds, if which was inflicting the strength. 

Now the streams were collecting and the small interval was being, which the sharpness and might divide which. 

And so the king with the one wing to ride up to with the infantries begins, the authorities of the disagreement, him/it/theirself was musting to see which, with the inspiration to Perdicca towards the punishments requiring: 

And s/he/it was threatening the all troops with the elephants the soon inducing himself into rejecting. 

Were being astounded with the unforeseen evil the infantries nor the more in him/it/theirself Meleagrus was being either of the debate or mind. 

The most safe out of the present s/he/it was being seen to await rather as to move the chance. 

Then Perdicca, as being lethargic and has seen liable,300 almost, which Meleagrus erupting out of the meeting, the first which is had after the death of Alexander, followed they had, from the other upbraids separate with the elephants in the view of the whole army. 

And the all men of the beasts with the feet are crushed neither with the hindering Philippi nor with the authority: 

And it only on behalf of his property was appearing soon claiming, which might have approved the outcomes. 

This with Macedonians of the civil wars and the omen and the beginning has been. 

Indeed [Meleager] late with the understood fraud to Perdicca then, because of him/it/theirself to the body the strength was being reported not, in the stream quiet has stood: 

But soon with the condemned hope of the health, with the name of him/it, which him/it/theirself had made the king, into his/her/their ruin wasting might see the enemies, flees into the temple and, lest indeed with the taboo of the place defended, is killed. 

The head 10 Perdicca with the led into the city with the army has had the debate of the first men, in which the command thus has pleased to be divided, in order that indeed the king was maintaining the sum of him/it, the governor Ptolemaeus of Egypt might be and to Africa of the tribes, which were being in the authority. 

Syria is of Laomedontus with Phoenicia given, to Philota the resolved Cilicia, Lycia with Pamphylia and ancestor Phrygian to maintain the ordered Antigonus, into Caria [Cassander], [Menander] into Lydia of the sending. 

More small adjoin Phrygia with Hellespontus the province of Leonnatus they have ordered to be. 

Cappadocia of Eumenus with Paphlagonia has gone: 

The teaching is, in order that I go all the way about the area Trapezunta was defending and the war with Ariarath might bear: 

The only this was refusing the command. 

[Pithon] Media, Lysimachus the Thracian and adjacent to Thrace the Pontic tribes to maintain of the order. 

Which to India the each with Bactras and Sogdianas and other either of Ocean or were being present with the neighbours of the red male, with which with the each boundaries the command might have had, might maintain the dogma is: 

Perdicca in order that with the king was being and might be present with the plenty, which were following the king. 

The certain have believed with the will of Alexander distributed to be the provinces, but the rumour of that thing, whichsoever from the authorities delivered is, empty we learn to have been. 

And indeed themselves had established his/her/their with the each the powers with the divided with the parts of the command wisely, if ever facing the beyond measure enthusiasms the boundary was standing: 

Obviously with the little row of the king the attendants with the appearance of the foreign command managing the one-each huge had entered the powers with the lifted with the causes of the contests, when and the all men might be of him/it same of the tribe and from the other his men each with the area of the command separate. 

But obstinately was being there tense to be, the opportunity had offered which: 

Obviously the first each are dirty, when more great are expected. 

And so with the all men more out-chosen s/he/it was being seen to increase the powers, as s/he/it might have been to take. 

The seventh day was being, out of which the body of the king was lying in the throne with the concerns of the all men towards forming the public position from so with the solemn service behind. 

And not other which with the area of Mesopotamia more glowing agitation arises, so far such as the mosts animals, which in the nude ground seizes, may quench: 

Is so great steam of the sun and sky, with which all just as with the fire they are parched. 

The springs of the waters and rare are and are concealed with the fraud of the living: 

With themselves the use extends, unknown is with the foreigners. 

Delivered to the wise-men as I refer the loan: 

As at last to look after the dead body with the friends has been empty, with the no decay, lest indeed with the most small with the envy they have seen spoiling, which had entered. 

The vigour likewise, which agrees out of the breath, had deserted not the face. 

And so of Egyptian and Chaldaen, the body of the order with his/her/their custom to look after, with the chief they have not intended to apply just as breathing the hands. 

Then of the prayer, as the law and might be the divine law with the mortal to touch the god, they have purged the body: 

And completing is with the scents the golden throne and cattle-fodder added to the chance of him/it the emblems. 

With the poison to be killed have believed and mosts: 

The son of Antipatrus between the attendants, Iolla in name only, with the order of the father to have given. 

Often surely was being the heard voice of Alexander, the regal Antipatrus to feign the peak and the ancestor to be with the powers and title of the prefect to the Spartan victory inflated, in all respects from himself given asserting to himself: 

They were believing also Craterus with the hand of the ancients soldiers towards killing that sending. 

The strength but of the poison, which in Macedonia is begat, such agrees to be, in order that the iron likewise destroys: 

S/he/it agrees the hoof of the mule only patient to be of the juice. 

They call Styg the spring, out of which the pestilential venom arises. 

This through Cassandrus reported and delivered to the brother of Iolla and from him/it most above of the king to the drinking imparted. 

These, somehow the loans are, of them, the hearsay had defiled which, soon the force has quenched. 

Indeed the power to Macedonia [Antipater] and has entered Greece likewise: 

The shoot then has removed with the killed all men, the whichevers Alexander also had touched with the remote kinsmen. 

The other body of him/it from Ptolemaeus, to which Egypt had gone, [Memphim] and thence with the little after with the years Alexandria transferred is and the all man to the memory and name the honour had. 
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